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EU-SoilHydroGrids database (Tóth et al., 2017) has been calculated based on SoilGrids (www.soilgrids.org) (Hengl et al., 2017) with European hydraulic pedotransfer functions (Tóth et al., 2015). When EU-SoilHydroGrids is used copyright information of SoilGrids has to be considered as well, which is accessible at http://www.isric.org/content/disclaimer-soilgrids.

The database was developed with the collaboration of Institute of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry Centre for Agricultural Research Hungarian Academy of Sciences, University of Pannonia, European Commission Joint Research Centre and ISRIC – World Soil Information. The database is supported by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement 635750 (project’s acronym iSQAPER) and the Hungarian National Scientific Research Foundation (OTKA) under grant K105167.
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